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HOW TO GET RID OF FRINGES IN SIRTF/IRS DATAFred Lahuis1;2 and Adwin Boogert31Leiden Observatory, P.O. Box 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands2SRON National Institute for Spae Researh, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands3California Institute of Tehnology, Department of Astronomy 105-24, Pasadena, CA 91125, USAAbstratThe InfraRed Spetrograph (IRS) is one of three in-struments on board the Spae Infrared Telesope Faility(SIRTF) sheduled for launh in Spring 2003. It will takelow and high resolution spetra from � 5� 40�m. Inter-ferene of light waves reeted on the surfaes of �lters,detetors, and other omponents in the SIRTF/IRS lightpath is expeted to result in signi�ant fringing in themeasured spetra of astrophysial soures. Fringes assoi-ated with the IRS detetors have been observed in spetrameasured in a laboratory set-up. Although preise fringeharateristis remain to be measured in orbit, it is learthat reliable defringing methods are essential in order towarrant an aurate analysis of interstellar features.Key words: instrumentation: spetrographs { methods:data analysis { infrared: general

1. IntrodutionInitial defringing algorithms have been developed for theSIRTF/IRS instrument. The InfraRed Spetrograph IRS(Roellig 1998) is one of three instruments on board theSpae Infrared Telesope Faility SIRTF (Fanson 1998)sheduled for launh in Spring 2003. The IRS is an ehellespetrograph omposed of four modules. Two moduleswill provide low resolution (R= �=Æ� = 60�120) spetrafrom 5:3�40�m and another two modules will take highresolution (R� 600) spetra from 10� 37�m.In the IRS wavelength range many spetral featuresof ies, siliates, PAH's, moleular bands and unresolvedmoleular and atomi emission and absorption lines anbe observed. The presene of fringes in the spetra willhinder the detetion and/or analysis of these often veryweak spetral features.The development e�ort for the IRS defringing formspart of the SIRTF-Legay program \FromMoleular Cores

to Planet-Forming Disks" (PI, N.J. Evans), whih will ob-tain IRS spetra of �200 young stellar objets in Perseus,Ophiuhus, Chamaeleon, Lupus and Serpens (o-I's E.F.van Dishoek and G.A. Blake). The work is done in ol-laboration with the IRS Instrument Team and the SIRTFSiene Center. The developed algorithms form an inte-gral part of the SIRTF/IRS data analysis environmentSMART1 and have also been made available to the SSCfor distribution to the general observer.2. Instrumental FringesFringes originate from interferenes on plane-parallel sur-faes in the light path of the instrument. These surfaesat as Fabry-P�erot etalons, eah of whih an add uniquefringe omponents to the soure signal. In the infraredwavelength range surfaes separated by a few mm up toa few m form the most eÆient FP's. Fringes are there-fore expeted to be seen in the SIRTF/IRS spetra andhave indeed been observed in spetra measured in a lab-oratory set-up.In priniple the instrumental fringes are removed fromthe observed spetrum by alibrating out the response ofthe instrument. However, due to the nature of the fringesthis alibration will for most observations be imperfet.The detailed fringe pattern is mainly determined by thewavelength sale and the resolution. Small o�sets in wave-length (o�sets muh less than a resolution element) anhange the position and spaing of the fringe peaks. Theseo�sets an result from an imperfet wavelength alibra-tion or from an o�-enter loation of the soure in theslit. The extent of the soure determines the e�etive res-olution and thus the amplitude of the observed fringes.Reliable defringing routines will therefore be neededto ahieve the highest possible signal to noise. Suh de-fringing methods have also proven to be essential in ex-trating weak features from data from the Short Wave-1 SMART is ode developed at Cornell University for the analysis ofSIRTF/IRS data. Additional plug-in modules for peak-up photometryhave been developed at Arizona University and for defringing at LeidenUniversity, SRON Groningen and Calteh.Proeedings of the onferene \Chemistry as a Diagnosti of Star Formation," University of Waterloo, Canada, 21-23August 2002 (C. L. Curry & M. Fih eds.).
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Figure 1. Modifying a at-�eld in pratie. For eah ehelleorder the shift and resolution orretion is determined. Shownin the left plot are the orretions for one Short High (SH) or-der. Subsequently, there is the hoie to either use the derivedorretion values or an interpolated version of these to orretthe at �eld before applying it to the observed spetrum. Thisis shown in the tight plot.length Spetrometer (SWS) on board the Infrared SpaeObservatory (ISO) (e.g. Lahuis & van Dishoek 2000 andLahuis et al., this volume)3. Defringing AlgorithmsTwo algorithms have been developed for the defringing ofthe IRS spetra. The �rst method minimizes fringe resid-uals by orreting the at �eld to best math the data.The seond method uses a robust method of iteratively�tting sine funtions. The two methods an be used ei-ther separately or in ombination. In the latter ase thefringes are �rst removed by optimizing the at �eld tothe data and then the sine-wave �tting is used to removeresidual fringes in the data. In-orbit data are needed totest both methods to the extreme and it may well dependon the spei� observation whih method or ombinationof methods will work best.In order to analyze the fringes it is essential to �rstisolate the fringes from the underlying ontinuum signal.In addition, any unresolved spetral features present inthe spetrum need to be identi�ed. These features willinuene the orrelation of the fringes of the at �eld andthe observation, as well as the parameter estimates in thesine-wave �tting. The masking of the unresolved spetralfeatures is fully automatized. In the unlikely event thisshould not work, the user an of ourse de�ne these byhand.

4. Flat Field ModifiationThe �rst method minimizes the fringe residuals in thedata by mathing the fringes in the IRS at �eld withthe fringes in the siene observation. The fringe phase isa funtion of soure position in the slit, while the spetralresolution depends on the �lling fator of the soure inthe slit. Straight division of observation and at �eld isthus expeted to give residual fringes in a nominal ob-servation. To avoid this, the at �eld fringe phase (i.e.wavelength sale) is therefore shifted and the at �eldspetral resolution is mathed to that of the observationby smoothing or arti�ially enhaning the fringe ampli-tudes. Subsequently, the modi�ed at �eld fringe spe-trum is multiplied bak into the at �eld 'ontinuum'and the astronomial spetrum is divided through themodi�ed at �eld, giving a spetrum with minimal fringeresiduals. Figure 1 gives a short overview of the wholeat �eld modi�ation proedure.5. Sine Wave FittingThe seond method uses robust sine-wave �tting to re-move the fringes. The starting point is the optial theoryon Fabry-P�erot interferene from whih an approxima-tion is derived whih is omputationally stable and easyto implement.
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Figure 2. Sine-wave �tting in pratie. In the left �gure theoriginal data with ontinuum are plotted. O�set the �nal de-fringed spetrum is shown. In the lower panel the ontinuumsubtrated data and the omputed fringe spetrum are plotted.In the right �gure the derived fringe amplitude and the e�etivederease in hi-sq are plotted for the seleted range of optialthikness. In the lower panel the seleted fringe omponentsare shown.



Lahuis and Boogert: How to get rid of Fringes in SIRTF-IRS data 35.1. Fabry-P�erot interfereneThe transmission funtion of a Fabry-P�erot element isgiven by the Airy funtion:It = T 2(1�R)2 � Io1 + ( 4R(1�R)2 ) � sin2(wD�) (1)with: R reetane [%℄ R+ T +A = 1T transmission [%℄A absorption [%℄ A ' 0 on the surfaeand: D optial thikness 2ndd mehanial thikness � 500�mn refrative index � 4:3 for the SH detetorsw wavenumber [m�1℄where R, T , A and n are funtions of w and d is a funtionof the position on the detetor wafer. For a reetane ofa few perent the transmission funtion may be approx-imated by It = A os(2�wD + �). This an be rewritteninto a omputationally more handy form as:It = Af os(2�wD) +Bf sin(2�wD) (2)This is the basi formula whih was used in the ISO-SWSdefringing algorithm (see Kester 2001 and Lahuis & vanDishoek 2000) whih has been adapted for use with theSIRTF/IRS data.5.2. Fringe harateristisThe detailed fringe spetrum is determined by the re-etane and the optial thikness. The reetane deter-mines the modulation depth given by (1�R)2=(1 +R)2.The optial thikness (i.e. the mehanial thikness andthe reetive index) determines the position of the trans-mission maxima (wmax = N=D with N the FP-orderwhih ranges from approximately 250 to 400).It is lear that any hange in one of the parameterswill modify the spetral shape of the fringe system. Thereetane and the reetive index are known to hangewith wavelength and the mehanial thikness of the de-tetor wafer an vary with detetor position.One enough high quality in-orbit data are reeivedand more about the IRS instrument and its alibration islearned the fringe model will be improved. For example,the de�nition of an aurate model for the wavelengthdependene of the reetive index and reetivity will beattempted. 5.3. ImplementationIn the urrent implementation all parameters are assumedto be onstant. This is a reasonable assumption whendata over a small wavelength range are onsidered like

those from one IRS ehelle order. Limiting ourselves tothis small wavelength range, the fringes in Short-High(SH) data an be �tted with one main omponent.Figure 2 gives an overview of how this is urrentlyimplemented. First the fringes are isolated from the on-tinuum. Then Af and Bf in formula (2) are �tted for alimited range of optial thiknesses. The strongest fringeomponents are seleted and the fringe spetrum is om-puted and divided out of the spetrum. It is possible touse this proedure on both the astronomial observationand the at �eld and subsequently divide a defringed ob-servation with a defringed at �eld. It is also possibleto use this proedure to remove residual fringes from thestandard at-�elded spetrum. High quality in-orbit dataare needed to test whih option is best.6. ConlusionsWe have written a working set of IRS defringing tools be-fore the launh of SIRTF. This will allow us to improvethe redution of the IRS spetra from the Evans Legayprogram in an early phase of the mission. It will also helpus and the IRS alibration experts to better understandthe IRS instrument in orbit. With the arrival of in-orbitdata the IRS fringe harateristis an be further deter-mined. The defringing algorithms will also be improved,e.g. by improving the physial fringe model and extendingthe model from 1-D to 2-D. It is our and the SSC's inten-tion to make a stable version of the defringing algorithmsavailable to the general observer as soon as possible.AknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank the SIRTF/IRS Instrumentteam and the SIRTF/SSC, in partiular Sarah Highdon, PatMorris and Martin Burgdorf, for their help and ollaboration.The work of Adwin Boogert is supported by the SIRTF LegaySiene program. ReferenesFanson, J.L. et al., Spae Infrared Telesope Faility (SIRTF)in "Spae Telesopes and Instruments V" 1998, Pro. SPIEVol. 3356, p. 478-491Kester, D. et al. SWS Fringes and Models in "The CalibrationLegay of the ISO Mission", Vilspa, Spain, February 2001(ESA-SP481)Lahuis, F. & van Dishoek, E.F. 2000, A&A 355, 699Roellig, T.L. et al. Infrared spetrograph for the Spae InfraredTelesope Faility (SIRTF) in "Infrared Astronomial In-strumentation" 1998, Pro. SPIE Vol. 3354, p. 1192-1203


